The main goal of this paper is to create a general two types of 
Introduction
One of the very important concepts in topological d-algebras is the concept of d-algebra actions. This paper studies an important class of actions namely, Bourbaki proper D-spaces. well as the relation between Bourbaki proper and Palais proper D-spaces is studied.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 [1] . Let χ be a net in a space . , X x X ∈ Then:
converges to x (written )
is eventually in every neighborhood of x. The point x is called a limit point of ( )
and the notation
has no convergent subnet.
(
is said to have x as an cluster point [written ]
is frequently in every neighborhood of x.
Proposition 2.6 [1] .
be a net in a space ( )
and 0 x in X. Then Proposition 2.9 [1] . Let X be a space and F be a closed subset of X. Then K F ∩ is compact subset of F, for every compact set K in X. (i) ƒ is continuous function.
is a closed function, for every space Z.
Proposition 2.16 [1] . Let X and Y be spaces and
be a continuous function. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(ii) ƒ is a closed function and
is a net in X and Y y ∈ is a cluster point of ( ), 
(ii) ƒ is a proper function.
is a net in X and Y y ∈ is a cluster point of ( ),
Bourbaki Proper D-Space
In this section, we examine the definition of topological d-algebra and some issues and examples related to the subject and we define the space Bourbaki proper D-space. Definition 3.1 [8] . A non-empty set D together with a binary operation * and a zero element 0 is said to be a d-algebra if the following axioms are satisfied for all 
is d-algebra and φ is right identity in ( ) ( ). 
is topology on D such that the triple ( )
(ii) Let R be a set of real numbers and * be a binary operation defined by
, * is Td-algebra, where T is usual topology on R.
where D is a 2 T -topological d-algebra with left identity e, X is a 2 T -topological space and
is a continuous function such that:
where e is the left identity element of D.
We shall often use the notation
, A H ϕ (ii) The subspace { }
is a proper function. 
..., , , ..., , , 1 
is a continuous function and
is continuous function and
Theorem 3.11. Let X be a proper D-space and let H be a closed subset of D. If Y is an open subset of X which is invariant under H, then Y is a proper H-space.
Proof. Since X is a proper D-space, the function
is a proper function defined by ( ) ( )
, y x
is an
proper function, by Proposition 2.16, there exists ( ) 
Then from (1), (2) and by
is a proper function. Hence Y is a proper H-space.
Corollary 3.12. Let X be a proper D-space and Y be an open subset of X which is invariant under D. Then Y is a proper D-space.

Corollary 3.13. Let X be a proper D-space and let H be closed subset of D. Then X is a proper H-space.
Proposition 3.14. Let X be a proper D-space, X x ∈ and
is a proper function, where 
Since θ is proper function, by Proposition 2.26, θ is a compact function. Then Proof. We prove that
there exist an open set x A contains x and an open set y A contains y such that the set
Thus,
So there exists a subnet and since X is a Hausdorff space, then .
is a subnet of ( ) 
Let X be a D-space and .
X x ∈
The set ( )
is a good tool to discover about the Bourbaki proper D-space.
Proposition 3.17. Let X be a D-space. Then X is a Bourbaki proper D-space if and
But X is a Bourbaki proper, then by Proposition 2.26, there is ( )
has a subnet, say itself, such
Thus by Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 2.16, X is a Bourbaki proper D-space.
Proposition 3.18. Let X be a proper D-space, ( ) ( )
with the action
which is defined by:
Then by Proposition 3.14,
is a proper function. But:
such that ƒ and h are homeomorphisms. Now:
A h
Since ƒ is homeomorphism,
is continuous.
is a proper function, by Proposition 2.19,
is closed.
Since ƒ is homeomorphism, it is clear that 
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(ii)
and for all X y x ∈ , and for all ((( ))), 
and for all X y x ∈ , and for all ( ({( )})),
, and U be an open neighborhood of ( ).
Since θ is a proper function, by Proposition 2.19, θ is a closed function. So
is an open neighborhood of ( )
is an open neighborhood of ( ),
Hence θ is a closed function. Since
is a compact set for
by Proposition 2.16, θ is a proper function. Hence X is a proper
, and U be a neighborhood of 
. ,
,
V of x and y V of y such that ( ) (ii) A subset of a small set is small. (ii) Let S be a small set and S K ⊆ and let . X x ∈ Then there exists a
